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Abstract

Malicious web content includes phishing emails, social media posts, and websites that

imitate legitimate sites. Phishing attacks are rising, and human-centered phishing risk

mitigation is often an afterthought eclipsed by technical system-centric efforts like

firewalls. Training tools can be deployed for combating phishing but often lack

sufficient labeled training content. Using signal detection theory, this paper assesses the

feasibility of using citizen science and crowdsourcing volunteers to label images for use

in cybersecurity training tools. Crowd volunteer performance was compared to gold

standard content and prior studies of Fortune 500 company employees. Findings show

no significant statistical differences between crowd volunteers and corporate

employees' performance on gold standard content in identifying phishing. Based on

these findings, citizen scientists can be valuable for generating annotated images for

cybersecurity training tools.

Keywords: Phishing, citizen science, cybersecurity, crowdsourcing

Introduction

Malicious web content takes on a variety of forms, including targeted and untargeted phishing emails,

social media posts, and websites that emulate the look and feel of legitimate sites. As a cornerstone of

multi-billion-dollar criminal profit schemes, phishing is rising, with millions of people victimized annually

(Singh et al. 2016). A 2015 survey (Schupak 2015) found that 80% of respondents misidentified a phishing

email as legitimate. Despite the significant scale of this problem, efforts to mitigate phishing risk

mitigation by training users to better avoid dangerous content are often an afterthought eclipsed by

technical system-centric efforts (Alabdan 2020; Howarth 2014) like firewalls and spam filters. In the

current state of the art, human-centric risk mitigation focuses on email campaigns to “catch” risky users

and then direct them to seminar-style training to learn more about phishing. While the former has been

shown effective at estimating the likelihood of phishing success and identifying who needs training, the

latter hasn’t made significant inroads toward reducing phishing impacts in the long term (Alkhalil et al.

2021; Ghazi-Tehrani and Pontell 2021; Holdsworth and Apeh 2017). These results align with high-fidelity

laboratory-based studies that collected think-aloud and eye-tracker data (Hale et al. 2017; Hefley et al.

2018), indicating that better human-centered prevention methods are a necessity for online safety and

threat impact reduction.
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More recently, training platforms that employ active learning techniques to better engage the user and

help them improve their phishing assessment capabilities have emerged (Hale et al. 2017; KnowBe4

2022) to better address the problem. In these tools, users assess real-world content and determine if it is

phishing or not. Facilitating active-learning requires an abundance of labeled phishing samples that users

can review and interact with. Labels highlight specific areas in the content that should be prompting

suspicion. Generating enough labeled data, which must also be relatively recent as “old” content is often

treated with suspicion, is non-trivial and costly. Existing tooling continues to rely upon cybersecurity

experts to view, assess, and label phishing samples (KnowBe4 2022). This approach is not scalable with

the global shortage of experts, especially given the large amounts of labeled data needed for training tools.

Notably, while machine learning seems like a sensible strategy for labeling data, it typically also requires a

large human-labeled corpus for training, which could be generated through crowdsourcing.

Crowdsourcing has been used in other contexts for data generation, so it might work in phishing too. As a

form of crowdsourcing that focuses on collecting and processing data (Law et al. 2017), citizen science is

particularly notable for engaging the public as volunteers instead of paid microtask workers to generate

labeled data (Bonney et al. 2014; Lukyanenko et al. 2020).

This paper explores phishing label data generation through crowdsourcing using adapted methods from

citizen science. It evaluates the untrained volunteer crowd’s ability to identify phishing on expert labeled

content (i.e. gold standard) compared to a more well-studied population of users who have had

anti-phishing training. The feasibility of crowdsourcing methods for labeling phishing cues in samples is

directly tied to how well volunteers can identify phishing on expert labeled content. We also compared

phishing detection among employees of a Fortune 500 company’s IT department to crowd volunteers to

further contextualize the results. While neither population should be expected to perform at the same

level as cybersecurity experts, if untrained volunteers are able to perform comparably to trained

employees then it suggests additional potential roles for volunteers in developing anti-phishing training.

Specifically, our research question is: How well do citizen science volunteers detect phishing threats on

expert labeled content compared to corporate IT employees?

To answer this question, we developed a citizen science project called Phish Finders to collect crowd data.

Phish Finders asked volunteers to identify phishing tactics among a corpus of non-malicious and

malicious phishing images. We used signal detection theory to measure how well citizen science

volunteers in Phish Finders detected phishing cues compared to trained corporate IT employees. Signal

detection theory emerged from WWII research on radar and radio signals as an explanation of the

difference between signal and background noise. In a phishing context, signals are phishing cues that

participants must identify, and background noise is other visual stimuli, such as a website or email styling.

This study contributes a novel application of signal detection theory in IS research and empirical results

indicating that citizen science volunteers and corporate employees perform similarly on phishing

detection tasks.

Background

Crowdsourcing through Citizen Science

Crowdsourcing is a practice that outsources a task to a large number of people or volunteers (Howe

2006). Crowds can solve complex problems not suited for machine learning and can be used for

high-volume tasks. For example, companies offer bug bounties to crowds to identify security

vulnerabilities in their systems. The power of crowdsourcing lies in the collective wisdom of many

individual and diverse participants (Blohm et al. 2013). Citizen science is a type of crowdsourcing that

Information System (IS) research has started to incorporate to advance scientific work while generating

large datasets and new discoveries (Levy and Germonprez 2017; Lukyanenko et al. 2020).

Phish Finders was developed on Zooniverse, an online citizen science platform with a thriving volunteer

community that allows science teams to upload a corpus of images for analysis and tailor volunteers’

response options to their research needs. It is commonly used for science tasks such as identifying wildlife

species in photographs and spotting patterns in astrophysics data. Zooniverse projects collect

demonstrably robust data by leveraging consensus across many volunteers (Hines et al. 2015; Kosmala et
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al. 2016). Cumulatively, Zooniverse has involved millions of volunteers in research and has supported

hundreds of studies. Citizen scientists have labeled images in a variety of disciplines, including

astronomy, wildlife ecology, history, and physics (Hines et al. 2015), but to the best of our knowledge, it

has not been focused on cybersecurity.

Despite wide adoption in diverse domains, researchers often harbor concerns over the quality of citizen

science data generated by a heterogeneous group of nonprofessionals (Kosmala et al. 2016). To ensure

that data produced by citizen science volunteers are valid and reliable for use in cybersecurity training

tools, as a primary goal of this work, we analyzed the classification performance of corporate employees

and citizen science volunteers using a signal detection theory lens.

Signal Detection Theory

Signal detection theory suggests that “the decisions are made against a background of uncertainty, and the

goal of the decision-maker is to tease out the decision signal from background noise” (Anderson 2015, p.

1). Signal detection theory frames human decision-making behaviors as assessments of stimuli to identify

relevant details from background noise. In phishing, the stimulus is online content, and the goal is to

detect the presence or absence of phishing cues on the screen (Hautus et al. 2021). The stimuli can include

signals like the presence of a lock icon in the browser address bar or trusted brand logos.

Signal detection theory has been used in a variety of domains with two types of stimuli called “noise” and

“signal” in psychophysics (Hautus et al. 2021; Klein et al. 1997; Ye and van Raaij 2004). These two types

of stimuli map to “nonmalicious” and “malicious” in cybersecurity. Noise is the nonmalicious background

present in an image, whereas a signal is a malicious cue that needs to be identified by the participant

(Hautus et al. 2021; Klein et al. 1997). Signal detection theory provides measures for assessing

participants' performances according to their accuracy at detecting the signals from the background, i.e.,

their ability to identify phishing cues.

Evaluating performance at identifying signal and noise requires measuring how often participants

correctly and incorrectly identify malicious and trustworthy content (Hautus et al. 2021; Klein et al. 1997;

Ye and van Raaij 2004). For signals, we can describe accuracy as hit or miss, and for noise, a false alarm

or correct rejection (Refer to table 1). A hit, or true positive, means a signal is correctly identified. If a

participant correctly identifies a phishing cue, they accurately detect signals present in malicious content.

Second, a miss, or false negative, means the participant fails to identify the presence of a signal. A miss

can result in a participant falling victim to a phishing attack due to failure to identify the cues. Third, false

alarm, or false positive, means that a participant identified a signal in trustworthy content when there

wasn’t any. False alarm can occur when participants are overly cautious and treat all stimuli as malicious

or when quirks of content presentation are perceived as suspicious. Last, correct rejection or true

negative means that there is no signal indicative of phishing, and the participant does not mark the image

as containing a cue.

In signal detection, two factors can impact participants' performance: discriminability of the distribution

and response criteria (Klein et al. 1997). The discriminability of the distribution explains how the data is

distributed between the presence and absence of phishing cues, which impacts participants’ responses. If

participants perceive that the corpus contains primarily malicious images, then most of their responses

will be “yes” when asked, “is there something phishy here” even when images do not have phishing

content, leading to more false alarms. Similarly, if participants perceive that the corpus is primarily

trustworthy content, then most of their responses will be “no” leading to a high ratio of misses. To address

this factor in our research, we kept the distribution of images approximately equal between malicious and

trustworthy content; future work could consider evaluating the impacts of presenting different ratios of

malicious and trustworthy content. Participant performance can also be affected by their prior knowledge

and training (Hautus et al. 2021), which cannot be controlled for in a citizen science context where

recruiting volunteer participants requires minimal barriers to participation, in contrast to most paid

crowdsourcing platforms where some level of worker screening is common.
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Classification by participants

Phishing Identified

(Positive)

Phishing not identified

(Negative)

Actual

Data

Signal present

(Phishing in stimuli)

Hit

(True positive)

Miss

(False negative)

Signal absent

(No phishing in stimuli)

False Alarm

(False Positive)

Correct Rejection

(True Negative)

Table 1. Signal detection classification matrix: Identifying phishing cues in image

content.

Methods

This study was an observational experiment conducted within a fidelity-preserving synthetic

environment, namely the crowdsourcing platform Zooniverse, in which images were presented in a

nondescript web browser or email client. Volunteer performance was benchmarked and compared against

data obtained from an earlier study of incentivized IT employees in a Fortune 500 company using a

training tool called Cybertrust (Hale et al. 2017). In this prior study, a total of 34 HTML pages were

generated and evaluated by cybersecurity experts and then used to train employees to recognize phishing

cues. Employees were shown interactive emails and websites and asked to rate their trustworthiness. The

content samples from the earlier study are used in this work as a “gold standard” for benchmarking

participant performance based on a comparison to the evaluation by cybersecurity experts.

The Cybertrust study task was replicated in Phish Finders on the Zooniverse platform with some

modifications due to platform capabilities. To structure the Phish Finders experiment, the 34 HTML

pages from Cybertrust were converted into images. Four were used as examples in the training materials

and were not used in the corpus for classification, and the remaining 30 images, containing 16 malicious

and 14 trustworthy images, were retained as gold standard benchmarks. Another corpus of 1892 images

containing 817 malicious and 1075 trustworthy images was generated from websites spanning various

sectors commonly used in phishing attacks. These included banking, government, law enforcement, social

networking, eCommerce, news, entertainment, and telecommunication sites. The websites were retrieved

from the Internet Archive
1

and extracted as an image using a screenshot program. We also conducted an

expert review to verify that the phishing techniques represented in the existing gold standard content

were still relevant and present in the new corpus. Finally, a browser header was added for realism and to

allow participants to identify suspicious domains in the browser address bar. As is typical of Zooniverse

projects, training materials included a tutorial, field guide, and “help” button text; volunteers were not

compelled to use any of this material.

In Cybertrust, participants viewed phishing and non-phishing images, rated them as trustworthy or not,

and provided 5-point Likert ratings for the degree of perceived trustworthiness. After each view,

Cybertrust participants were shown the correct response, with labeled bounding boxes around phishing

content drawn by the experts as training to avoid such mistakes moving forward. Bounding boxes were

shown around five malicious cues types (Hale et al. 2017, 2015): Spelling & Grammar, Malicious Links,

Invalid Domain or Sender, and Appeals Used to Elicit Action - Authority, - Greed, and - Urgency. Phish

Finders participants performed the same tasks, viewing content and identifying its perceived

trustworthiness, but without receiving feedback. If Phish Finders participants labeled content as

malicious, they were asked to annotate the image with color-coded bounding boxes to highlight phishing

cues. If they observed any other indications of phishing besides the five cues listed above, they could select

1
Internet Archive (https://archive.org/) captures and stores snapshots of various websites on the Internet

at different points in time, and makes these data available for research use.
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“Other Phishy Findings”, draw a bounding box, and enter free text describing the issue. While the tasks

completed by each population were different, both studies directly evaluated responses to the same gold

standard content using the same set of labels, providing a reasonable foundation for comparison.

Data and Results

To assess their comparative performance, we evaluated the population-level responses of the Cybertrust

participant and the Phish Finders volunteers, summarized in Table 1. The Phish Finders data was

collected in January 2021. The data includes an anonymized participant id, session time (i.e., how long

the participant engaged with the experiment in Zooniverse), the number of images classified, the labels

and bounding boxes drawn, and Likert scale data described above. The Cybertrust data was

cross-matched by content (stimuli) id for two types of analyses. A content-focused comparison examined

population-level performance on the gold standard images. The overall performance of participants was

examined across the full corpus of classifications in each study.

Description Cybertrust Phish Finders

Number of Participants 82 company employees 1825 volunteers

Average number of

classifications per participant

31.56 16.15

Average session length 14.25 minutes 35.83 minutes

“gold standard” classifications 2,043 (participants only had

access to gold standard and

training images)

504 (randomly selected gold

standard images presented at a

rate of 10% of session images)

Total Classifications 2,588 29,489

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for Cybertrust and Phish Finders Participants

Comparison of gold standard images (Content-focused)

Content-focused comparison evaluated performance on the same gold standard images for each group to

assess the ability of trained corporate employees and untrained citizen science volunteers to identify

phishing cues on the same images. We looked at all four types of signal detection outcomes and assessed

the confidence of both groups in their assessments through the trustworthiness rating.

Hit rate, also called sensitivity, indicates whether participants correctly identified malicious image

content where present (a true positive assessment). Comparing the performance of both the groups on the

Wilcoxon rank sum test (W = 140, p-value = 0.6636), no significant difference between them was noted.

Miss rate, also called victimization rate, is the percentage of participants that incorrectly assess a

malicious image as trustworthy, leading to victimization. The victimization rate for each of the 30 gold

standard images was measured on both platforms as the number of times users missed the signal when a

signal was present (aka, the content was malicious and users said it was legitimate). In Figure 1, the

victimization rate for Phish Finders volunteers appears higher than the Cybertrust participants, but a

Wilcoxon rank sum test shows similar victimization rates for the groups (W=140, p-value = 0.332).

False positive, or false alarm, indicates that content is trustworthy, but participants marked it as

malicious. For both groups (refer to figure 1), each of the 14 trustworthy images were marked as malicious

at least once. Cybertrust had a false positive rate of 30% (291 out of 961 total classifications), and Phish
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Finders had a 40% rate (90 out of 225 total classifications). The Wilcoxon rank sum test (W=185.5,

p-value = 1) indicates the false positive rates were not significantly different between the groups.

Figure 1: Victimization and False Positive Rate for Percentage of Population for

Cybertrust and Phish Finders

Specificity identifies whether participants correctly identified trustworthy image content (i.e., a true

negative assessment). With the Wilcoxon rank sum test (W = 76, p-value = 0.3229), no significant

difference was noted between the groups.

Trustworthiness rating indicates the self-reported confidence of participants in detecting the phishing

cues using a five-point Likert scale from very untrustworthy to very trustworthy. Cybertrust participants

rated images as untrustworthy for 61% (798 not trusted/2043 total) of all classifications. Phish Finders

volunteers rated the same images as untrustworthy in 63% (319 not trusted/504 total) of all

classifications. The Wilcoxon rank sum test (W = 462, p-value = 0.8572) indicates no significant

difference between the groups. These results suggest that in terms of how specific content was classified

and rated, the citizen science volunteers and corporate employees performed similarly in identifying

phishing cues.

Comparison of participant performance metrics

To compare the overall performance of participants in each group, irrespective of which images they

classified, we calculated precision (ratio of hits to hits plus false alarms) and recall (ratio of hits to hits

plus misses), and F1 score (harmonic mean of precision and recall) from the signal detection classification

matrix (see Table 1). F1 scores assess overall performance in both the scenarios, namely presence of and

absence of phishing cues. Precision and recall are plotted in Figure 2a, and F1 score and total images

classified are plotted in Figure 2b. A higher F1 score indicates better overall accuracy.

From Figure 2, we see a group of Phish Finders volunteers with perfect precision and recall, or F1 scores

of one. We examined the work of volunteers who had perfect scores and found that they classified only a

few images, between one and five, yielding perfect scores with no false positives or false negatives. Hence,

this finding is more an artifact of variable participation rates than evidence of truly expert classification.
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To statistically compare the groups’ performance, the normality assumption was analyzed for F1 scores,

which indicated that data from Phish Finders is left skewed and not normal. To statistically check the

normality assumption, the Shapiro Test was performed; results indicated that not all samples are

normally distributed. Since the data is not normal, the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test was used to statistically

compare the accuracy score (F1) for both groups, with a result (W=50840, p-value = 0.1245), indicating

no significant difference between the Cybertrust participant and Phish Finder volunteers. In aggregate,

the untrained volunteers performed similarly to the trained participants.

Figure 2a: Precision and Recall Figure 2b: Total Images Classified

Discussion

This study contributes empirical results showing that citizen science volunteers and corporate IT

employees perform similarly on tasks focused on detecting phishing cues in gold standard content, and

provides a novel application of signal detection theory in IS research. Signal detection theory offers a

strong theoretical foundation for evaluating performance on labeling tasks, and may be useful for IS

research focused on assessing the performance of crowd workers on tasks where a binary evaluation of

accuracy can be made. This also means that citizen science volunteers could potentially support user

testing during anti-phishing training tool development.

In Cybertrust, participants received phishing training as part of the study, with immediate feedback after

10 classifications, whereas Phish Finder’s volunteers were able to skip the introductory tutorial and were

not shown the results of their responses due to a lack of suitable platform functionality. The Phish Finders

volunteers had less support and feedback, and therefore should not be expected to perform as well as the

corporate employees. Our results showed no significant differences in the aggregate evaluations of the

gold standard images, supporting the standard practice for such projects, which is to retain all data

because prior studies have shown that one-off volunteers make meaningful contributions (Jackson et al.

2018). These results suggest, on multiple levels, that crowdsourcing can be an effective tool for developing

annotated image corpuses focused on phishing, which opens up an interesting range of opportunities for

human-centered cybersecurity research and training tool development.

Limitations and Future Work

This study’s limitations include several challenges from using two platforms that are meaningfully similar

but not identical. There were differences in task structure due to the Zooniverse platform capabilities,

described earlier. While this complicated comparison across groups for the task as a whole, and for
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annotations on specific cue types, we also believe that the methods used in this study may be

advantageous for phishing victimization research, as it applied a novel strategy.

Another challenge was variability in the number of images classified by each individual. The variable

number of items classified by Phish Finders volunteers added complexity to our analyses, as reported in

our results. We could not directly assess the impact of the built-in training and feedback available to

Cybertrust participants, as it was not available to Zooniverse volunteers, but this is a clear avenue for

future work when platform functionality permits. The similarity of performance between populations also

suggests that crowdsourcing could be used for testing novel anti-phishing training tools. We also expect

that future work focusing on temporal analysis may provide insight into whether additional exposure and

practice with identifying cues led to improved performance despite the lack of training.

Conclusions

We deployed a crowdsourcing project called Phish Finders on the citizen science platform Zooniverse for

comparison to Fortune 500 employees on a similar task focused on identifying phishing cues in gold

standard content. This paper contributes a comparison of the resulting data at the image level and at the

participant level, with performance measures based on signal detection theory, simultaneously providing

an example of the application of signal detection theory and citizen science methods in IS research. To

answer our research question about the comparability of the two groups at detecting phishing, we found

that participants in both groups had similar performance on most measures and the only meaningful

difference in the outcomes may be attributable to the role of training and feedback, which should be

further evaluated in future work. This result is consistent with prior findings that the collective

performance of volunteers generates quality research data that can be on par with that of professionals

(Kosmala et al. 2016). It also suggests that citizen science can provide valuable opportunities for

cybersecurity research.
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